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Abstract
Adaptive Statistical Iterative Reconstruction is a software used to reduce noise. Several hospitals
have used the ASIR application with varying percentages among radiographers. The purpose of
this study is to determine differences in noise and anatomical image information on variations in
the percentage of ASIR and ASIR values that reveal optimal CT scan anatomic image information.
This type of research is experimental, data were taken from 30 samples of reconstructive CT scan of
the abdomen by giving four variations of ASIR (0%, 40%, 60%, and 80%). Noise measurement was
done by placing the ROI size of 105.61 mm2 at three points: superior liver, inferior liver and middle
of the aorta on the axial section. Data analysis used the One way Anova test to determine
differences in noise, and Friedman test to determine differences in anatomical image information
with a confidence level of 95%. The results show that there were differences in anatomical image
information on the variation of ASIR with p-values <0.001. The percentage ASIR of 40% was the
optimal ASIR value for displaying CT images of abdominal with mean rank of 3,46. In arranging
ASIR values, it is expected to consider other factors such as Spatial resolution.
Keywords: ASIR, Noise, Anatomical Inforation, CT Abdomen.

1. Introduction
CT scanning of the abdomen in patients is
often complicated with artifacts and it relatively
increases noise due to the abdomen being a thick
and complex organ. One disadvantage of CT
Abdomen is that the resulting image has a high
noise level (Guzinski et al, 2016).
Noise is one of the parameters determining
the image quality. Noise will affect the resolution
contrast and spatial resolution; if the noise and
the spatial resolution are high, the contrast
resolution will decrease (Seeram, E., 2001).
One of the newest image reconstruction
methods on MSCT Scan to minimize noise and
improve image quality is by applying Adaptive
Statistical Iterative Reconstruction or commonly
referred to as ASIR (Vardhanabhuti, Loader,
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Mitchell, Riordan, & Roobottom, 2013),(Nagatani
et al., 2015). Optimal image quality helps the
accuracy in diagnosis, thus it can avoid errors in
the diagnosis of patient illness (Bourne, 2010).
Previous study described that ASIR
application is used in attempts to reduce noise
and to improve image quality on head CT scan
examination primarily in organs in the posterior
fossa region (Flohr TG, et, 2005), (Guzinski et al.,
2016). ASIR also influences noise management
and increases anatomical information on CT
stonography (Saifudin, et al, 2017)
One of the most recent methods in
reconstructing MSCT Scan images to minimize
noise and to improve the quality of CT Scan
images is by using the Adaptive Statistical
Iterative Reconstruction (ASIR) application
(Flottmann F, 2016) (McCollough CH. 2016).
(Geyer LL, 2015). ASIR was developed into a
corrective application that is used to overcome
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noise. (Silva AC, 2010). ASIR has a percentage
value ranging from 0% to 100%. (Hara AK, 2009).
CT scan of the abdomen at the hospital has
various operational standards in using ASIR
software. This study was conducted to determine
differences in noise and image information on
variations in the percentage of ASIR values and
to determine the percentage of ASIR values that
can provide the most optimal anatomical CT scan
image information.

Figure 1. shows the results of abdominal CT
and reconstruction results with varying ASIR
values.
Noise measurements performed on the
superior liver, inferior liver and middle of the
aorta on the axial section give an average value
as shown in Figure 2. The highest noise value
was 15.34 in the initial image or ASIR 0%, while
the lowest was 8.57 in the provision of ASIR
values 80%.

2. Methods
This type of research is experimental. Data
were taken from 30 samples of CT scan
Abdomen reconstruction images by giving four
variations of ASIR percentage values (0%, 40%,
60%, and 80%). Measurement of the noise value
was done by placing ROI size of 105.61 mm2 in
three points namely the superior liver, inferior
liver and middle of the aorta on the axial section.
(Nesset 2000) (Moeller, 2001). The assessment of
anatomic image information was done by
observing the results of variations in the
percentage of ASIR values by two radiologists on
the level of anatomical clarity of the liver
parenchym and intrahepatic portal vein, veins in
the liver, hilum structure of the liver, gallbladder
wall, aortic and inferior vena cava., (Moeller,
2001). Data analysis used the One way Anova
test continuing Post Hoct test with LSD test and
Friedman test with a confidence level of 95%.
(Sugiyono, 2011)
3. Result and Discussion
Characteristics of the sample in this study
were 30 patients who underwent CT scan of the
abdomen. The patients consisted of 13 men and
17 women with an age range of 47 - 68 years.

ASIR 0 %

ASIR 40 %

Figure 2. Graph of noise on ASIR variations
Noise value at each percentage ASIR was
0% = 15.34, at ASIR 4% = 11.76, at ASIR 6% =
10.24 and at ASIR 8% = 8.57 The graph above
shows a tendency to decrease the noise value on
increasing percentage ASIR value.
The results of the different noise tests on
ASIR variations were carried out with the Anova
Test as in table 1.
Table 1. Noise difference in ASIR variation with
the Anova Test
Variabel
ASIR 0%
ASIR 40%
ASIR 60%
ASIR 80%

p-value
< 0,001

The analysis results with the anova test show
that there were differences in the value of noise
in ASIR variations with p-value < 0.001 (p <0.05).
The next test was to see the difference in noise
values between variations with the Post hoc Test.
Post hoc test results with LSD are shown in table
2.
Table 2. Noise differences between ARSIR using post
hoc test with LSD

ASIR 60 %

ASIR 80 %

Figure 1. Image of CT Abdomen resulting from
reconstruction with variation of ASIR

Variabel
ASIR 0% - ASIR 40%
ASIR 0% - ASIR 60%
ASIR 0% - ASIR 80%
ASIR 40% - ASIR 60%
ASIR 40% - ASIR 80%
ASIR 60% - ASIR 80%
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The post hoc test with LSD shows that there
were differences in noise between ASIR settings,
except between 60% ASIR and 80% ASIR.
In the anatomical image information, the
results of the assessment of each respondent
were first carried out the alignment test
(Reliability Inter Observer) by using the
Reliability Test. The alignment test results
between observers as shown in table 3.
Table 3. Results of the Test of Equality of Anatomical
Assessment on the CT Scan Abdomen Image
Variabel
Observer 1
Observer 2

Koeef. kappa

p-value

0,871

0,001

This test was conducted to determine
whether there were significant differences in
anatomical image information on axial CT scan
images of the abdomen with variations in the
percentage of ASIR values of 0%, 40%, 60% and
80%. The sample used in this study was ordinal
data of more than two groups and unpaired data,
so the statistical test used was the Friedman Test,
show in tabel 4.
Table 4. Anatomical Information Difference Test on
ASIR Variations with Friedman test
Variabel
ASIR 0%
ASIR 40%
ASIR 60%
ASIR 80%

Mean rank
1,09
3,46
2,97
2,48

p-value
< 0,001

The results of the analysis using the
Friedman Test show that there were differences
in anatomical information on CT Scan abdomen
on the use of ASIR reconstruction. The Friedman
Test results also obtained the average ranking
results of each ASIR value. The highest results
from the Friedman mean rank test on the
variation of ASIR percentage values to the
anatomical image information show the optimal
image at a value of 40% ASIR percentage on
abdominal CT scan images having the highest
mean rank of 3.46. This means that image
reconstructions with a percentage of ASIR value
of 40% are the best percentage of ASIR values
because it can display optimal anatomical image
information compared to other variations of
ASIR value
In this study, the noise value decreased with
the increase in the percentage of ASIR
applications used on CT scan abdomen images.
At the percentage of 80% ASIR value, the lowest

average noise value was 8.57. The resulting
image is the result of using the percentage of
ASIR to reduce noise in the new image produced.
(Geyer, LL, 2015)
The results of this study are in accordance
with previous research stating that ASIR is a
method of reconstructing algorithms on CT Scan
with the basic principle of estimating data to
produce reconstruction images by reducing noise
(Jonathon, 2010)
Friedman test shows differences in
anatomical information on abdominal CT scan in
the variation of ASIR percentage with p-value
<0.001.
The application of ASIR produces a good
image on CT Scan images with different density
levels and complex, so that this high-noise image
can be applied with ASIR to reduce noise in the
resulting reconstruction image. The most optimal
application of ASIR results in the resulting image
not being able to display firm boundaries
between organs firmly due to over smoothing or
the number of free noise displays that can appear
as artifacts on the image. (Leiner T, 2011). This
over smoothing picture has less detail so the
diagnostic picture is less clear. (Liu L. 2014)
In this research, the best anatomical image
information was obtained from the application of
ASIR 40%, because the images produced in the
40% ASIR application had the most optimal
image quality, namely the spatial resolution of
organs or clear boundaries between organs. The
anatomical clarity of the application of ASIR 40%
is caused by the fact that noise can be reduced
without overdoing it so there is no over smooting
which will cause the image to lose detail.
(Saifudin, et al, 2017)
4. Conclusion and Suggestion
There are differences in the value of noise
and CT Scann Abdomen anatomical information
information on ASIR value variations. The
percentage of ASIR value of 40% showing
optimal anatomical image information is 40%.
In arranging ASIR values, it is expected to
consider other factors such as Spatial resolution.
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